Time-series pattern changes related to movement rate in synchronized human tapping.
We investigated the effect of movement rate on the time-series properties of human synchronization errors by applying power spectrum analysis and detrended fluctuation analysis (DFA). Participants were required to execute a finger-tapping task with their right index finger in synchrony with periodic sounds under seven conditions of movement rates ranging from 1 to 4 Hz and separated by 0.5 Hz. At slow movement rates (1 and 1.5 Hz), the power spectrum of the synchronization errors flattened in the low-frequency portion, resulting in short-range correlation. At fast movement rates (from 2 to 4 Hz), on the other hand, the time series of the timing errors exhibited a 1/fbeta-type long-range correlation. These results indicate that the movement rate has an effect on the temporal coordination pattern in the human timing control mechanism. We inferred that this change in the coordination pattern reflects the transition between different states in human synchronization movements with an external signal.